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Abstract. We have used ESR at 9.4 GHz and 3.9 K to study the paramagnetic defects in 
amorphous GaAs prepared by RF sputtering. We show that the complex ESR spectrum 
originates from three distinct centres. The first one corresponds to the As,, antisite defect, 
a well known defect in crystalline GaAs, with its four hyperfine lines and A = 90 mT. We 
use the position and width of the hyperfine structure lines, and a LCAO description to get 
information on the paramagnetic electron of this defect. The second one, correlated with 
the first one, is associated with an extra electron from the extra As atom, and with a chemical 
impurity. The third, a less concentrated one, is probably due to some chemical impurity. We 
review some concepts used in the field of amorphous solids that are useful for the discussion 
of our results, and previous ESR results in a-GaAs. 

1. Introduction 

Crystalline materials present a long-range order associated with a spatial periodicity in 
the positions of the atoms, leading to characteristic x-ray diffraction patterns, and to an 
unambiguous determination of the crystalline structures. This periodicity is the starting 
point for the theoretical study of their electrical properties, and was essential in the 
establishment of the Bloch theorem and in the band concept. The atomic structure of 
non-crystalline solids (NCS) is not so unambiguously defined, their physical properties 
are often found to depend upon the method of fabrication, and the lack of spatial 
periodicity makes their theoretical study much more difficult than that of their crystalline 
counterparts. This explains that a somewhat systematic study of NCS started only less 
than thirty years ago, motivated by some fundamental questions (atomic structure, 
electronic properties, vibrational properties in the low temperature range, etc.) and 
technological applications (semi-conductors, metallic alloy glasses, etc.) [l-51. The 
study of amorphous GaAs is more recent than that of amorphous Ge or Si (for instance, 
no results on GaAs are given in [2]), but the motivations are similar. It is well known 
that the first attempts to dope amorphous Si were unsuccessful, which was then explained 
by the presence of the so-called ‘dangling bonds’; on the contrary, it was possible to 
dope a-Si deposited by decomposition of silane [6,7] and hydrogenated a-germanium 
and silicon deposited by sputtering [8], and this was understood as a saturation of the 
dangling bonds by hydrogen; this example shows that the presence of defects, even in 
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very low proportions, may have dramatic effects upon the electronic properties of these 
materials; it is therefore of interest to detect and characterise such defects. One can 
think of ESR for this work, when the defects are paramagnetic. In § 2 we recall some 
concepts and models concerning amorphous materials that are useful for the discussion 
of our experimental results, and recall some results on amorphous GaAs. Some general 
comments on the ESR of defects in GaAs, and a summary of the previous results upon 
the anti-site defect in (mostly crystalline) GaAs and upon other possible paramagnetic 
centres in amorphous GaAs are given in § 3. We present the sample preparation, the 
experimental conditions and results in 0 4. The experimental spectrum is a superposition 
of three distinct signals with one of them corresponding to an electron with a strong 
hyperfine coupling. In § 5 we first show that the problem of determining its A- and g- 
parameters can be solved exactly. We then use a LCAO description and the positions and 
widths of the ESR lines to get information about the wavefunction of the paramagnetic 
electron. We finally discuss the origin of the other signals. 

2. Atomic and electronic properties 

Diffraction experiments upon NCS only give the radial distribution function (RDF). Even 
with materials containing only one sort of atoms (e.g. Si, Ge), it is difficult to determine 
the atomic structure, and the situation is even worse when two sorts of atoms are present 
(e.g. GaAs). Instead of trying to deduce directly the structure from the experimental 
data, the approach today is to build atomic models, calculate the diffracted intensity for 
the model and compare with experiment. If a fit is found, the model is a possible solution 
[9]. In the discussion of atomic models it is useful to distinguish between chemical and 
topological disorder [l] .  If, in an initially crystalline material AB, A and B atoms are 
randomly exchanged, keeping the positions of the sites fixed, the result is a model 
situation of a Ncs with chemical disorder only. If one starts with an A atom, and imagines 
four B atoms in tetrahedral coordination around it, taking for the bond lengths and 
angles values approaching the crystalline values, and if the process is repeated for each 
incorporated atom, one can get a model situation of an amorphous tetrahedral AB 
compound with topological disorder only. This model is called CRN (continuous random 
network). Much controversy has existed and several models have been proposed for 
a-Si and a-Ge (and this is also true for other materials, such as S i02  or metallic glasses- 
for a review see [lo]). It is now acknowledged that the position of the first and second 
peaks of the RDF of Ge and Si is compatible with tetrahedral bonding, and that CRN 
models, with a small dispersion for bond lengths and angles around their mean values, 
represent their structure satisfactorily (for instance Polk and Boudreaux [ l l ]  found a 
standard deviation of 0.2% for the length and of 9" around 109.2" for the angle). The 
first CRN model, developed [12] from the ideas of Zachariasen [13], possesses a great 
proportion of five-membered rings-about 20%--[14,15]. Shevchik [14] verified that 
this model could also explain the x-ray diffraction results for InSb satisfactorily; however 
the model predicts a high proportion of wrong-bonds (i.e. bonds between like atoms)- 
about 10%-because of the presence of the five-membered rings. This did not seem 
realistic. A CRN model with even-membered rings only was then proposed [16], in 
which it was claimed that this model gave satisfactory agreement with experiment for 
amorphous Ge,  Si and the III-V compounds, and was more realistic. The ratios k 2 / k , ,  
k 3 / k l ,  k 4 / k l  (where k l  is the position of the ith diffraction peak) deduced from these 
models were compared [17, 181 with their values in electron diffraction experiments and 
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it was found that the structure of Si and Ge is better described by a Polk relaxed model, 
while the Connell-Temkin model is better for the III-V compounds. 

The problem of the electronic spectrum of amorphous materials was raised inde- 
pendently by Mott [19] and by Ziman [20] some twenty years ago. Mott observed that 
the band gap concept had been introduced as a consequence of the spatial periodicity 
(long-range order), and that ordinary glass, being transparent, should possess a gap. 
Since the band structure of crystalline Si, Ge  and III-V compounds can be explained 
using the tight-binding approximation, the suggestion is that in these materials the 
covalent bonding between nearest neighbours, responsible for bonding and antibonding 
states, plays the dominant role. This idea had been developed some time before in 
another context-that of solid state chemistry. It was then considered [21] that the 
structure of a (crystalline) solid is essentially determined by two factors: (i) the trans- 
lational symmetry of the direct lattice, and (ii) the potential within the unit cell. In good 
conductors the first is the more important, while it is the second in semiconductors. Since 
diffraction experiments suggest that in IV and III-V NCS the tetrahedral bonding is kept, 
and since optical absorption and photoemission indicate the existence of a range of 
energies where the density of states is very weak if not zzro (pseudo-gap), it is natural 
to think that this pseudo-gap reflects mainly the coupling between neighbouring atoms. 
The theoretical determination of the electronic levels of NCS is a difficult problem (for a 
review see [ 2 2 ] ) .  This fact has forced the use of simplifying assumptions and the emerg- 
ence of new ideas. In the case of a-Ge and a-Si it is generally thought now that the 
experimental facts agree with the ideas of Mott ([23,24] and [2]) that: (i) the concept of 
a density of states is still valid in NCS, (ii) when the short range order is the same in the 
crystalline and in the amorphous materials the gross features of the density of states are 
the same in both materials, and (iii) because of the disorder, there exists a continuous 
range of localised states (Anderson localisation). These states are found in the tails of 
the valence and conduction bands. Cohen, Fritzshe and Ovshinsky supposed at first that 
both tails overlap (CFO model 1969 [25]). It was then also suggested [23] (Davis-Mott 
model 1970) and it is now largely accepted that in fact, in amorphous semi-conductors, 
the bands generally do not overlap. It was shown in [2] that a reasonable value for the 
tailwidth is a few percent of the bandwidth. The Davis-Mott model also includes 
the existence of levels within the band gap, resulting from various defects (chemical 
impurities, dangling bonds, etc.). Information on the electronic levels of a-GaAs was 
first obtained from reflectivity measurements on films prepared by evaporation [26] (the 
absorption spectrum has a single, broad and asymmetrical line) and sputtering [27], and 
from uv photoelectron spectroscopy on sputtered films [15]. Information from flash 
evaporated films was obtained more recently from reflectivity [28], x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) [29,30], and from a combination of spectrophotometric and pho- 
tothermal deflection spectroscopy [31]. From these experimental results it was deduced 
that the chemical order is essentially maintained in a-GaAs (which is not true in GaP or 
in InP), and that the absorption edge is not sensitive to the presence of an excess of As. 
The optical gap was found to be of the order of 1.0 eV (after annealing, it increases to 
1.15 eV). 

3. Previous ESR results on intrinsic defects in crystalline and amorphous GaAs 

To date most ESR results in GaAs have been obtained with Crystalline samples. However 
ESR is generally a local probet, and the local order in amorphous and crystalline GaAs 
t Important exceptions are donors in silicon, which possess weakly bound states (i.e. the extra electron has 
a very large orbit), and conduction electrons in metals. 
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Table 1. Magnetic characteristics of the natural isotopes in GaAs. 

Natural Nuclear Magnetic moment 
abundance spin (unit: nuclear 

Isotope (9%) I Bohr magneton) 

69Ga 40 f 2.0108 
"Ga 60 3 2.5549 
75As 100 3 1.4349 

are not very different ( Q  2). One should therefore not ignore the information obtained 
in crystalline GaAs concerning either transition-metal impurities (e.g. chromium) or 
intrinsic defects (e.g. the AsGa anti-site defect, where an As atom replaces a Ga atom). 
Up to now the main interest on the transition metal ions has been on the 3d elements 
(for reviews see [32,33]), mainly chromium, which can exist in different oxidation states 
in GaAs and has been widely used in order to get semi-insulating GaAs. A review of the 
studies of intrinsic defects in GaAs has recently appeared [34]. Hereafter we will focus 
particulariy oii the ESR results about the AsGa defect, because of their pcssible relevance 
to our studies. We first note that when a defect consists of an unpaired electron localised 
around a Ga or As atom, the ESR study is made difficult by the fact that all host nuclei 
have magnetic moments (table l ) ,  which results in a loss of sensitivity?. If, in an 
experiment with the usual field modulation and lock-in detection, an electron is strongly 
coupled to a first nucleus with spin 1 (which is supposed to lead to a resolved hyperfine 
structure) and more weakly coupled to other equivalent nuclei (which are supposed to 
broaden each of hyperfine lines from a value ABo to a value AB), the intensity is lowered 
by a factor (21 + l)(AB/ABo), which can be far greater than one. 

The first identification of an antisite defect in a 111-V compound was that of P,, in 
crystalline GaP [36]. The spectrum (35GHz, 20K) consisted of two groups of five 
hyperfine lines with 1 : 4 : 6 : 4 : 1 relative intensities ( 31P: 1 = 1/2, 100% natural abun- 
dance. One electron coupled to the central P nucleus, and more weakly to the four ligand 
P nuclei). The AsGa anti-site spectrum was first found by Wagner and co-workers [37] 
working at submillimetre frequencies, with BII [ l l l ] ,  [110] and [112]. The spectra could 
be described using an isotropic Zeeman coupling, with g = 2.04 ? 0.01, and an isotropic 
hyperfine coupling with the central As nucleus, with / A  I = 93.4 k 1 mT (337 GHz) or 
( A  1 = 94.4 ? 1 mT (246 GHz). The weaker hyperfine coupling due to the neighbouring 
As nuclei was not resolved. It was reasoned that the defect could not be GaA,, because 
the spectra were not compatible with the strong difference existing between the nuclear 
magnetic moments of 69Ga and "Ga. The low concentration of defects (8 x 1015 ~ m - ~ )  
did not allow ESR observation at X-band frequencies. Later on, Elliott and co-workers 
[38] were able to observe this defect at X-band, in bulk SILEC (semi-insulating liquid 
encapsulated Czochralski) GaAs. Their results were confirmed by Kaufmann and co- 
workers [39] who, from a study of ten crystals of various origins, concluded that the AsGa 
defect was systematically present in as-grown SI crystals and was also present in their 
Bridgman-grown SI sample. The defect was found to be stable up to an annealing 
temperature of 850 "C. Moreover, it was identified in crystalline GaAs after irradiation 
by electrons [40], by neutrons [41], and after plastic deformation (static compression at 
400°C) [42]. All these results were obtained with crystalline GaAs. Possible con- 
taminants are transition metal ions [34], boron, carbon, silicon, and sulphur. 
t The opposite situation applies in Si, which has only one natural isotope with a magnetic nuclear moment 
("Si, I = I), with a low natural abundancy (4.7%). The ESR of As and P donors in Si were observed early on  
[35], the lines being narrow. 
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Up to now. ESR investigations of amorphous GaAs have been rather scarce and 
qualitative. Greenbaum and co-workers [43] found the anti-site signal in a sample 
prepared by molecular beam deposition (MBD). Its concentration was estimated to be in 
the mid-10" cm-3 range. Hoheisel and co-workers [44] studied samples prepared by RF 
sputtering in Ar with different partial pressures of hydrogen, between 20 and 300 K. At  
20 K,  they found no anti-site signal. In the sample without hydrogen they found an ESR 
signal with geff = 2.07 and width 30 mT, while in that with 25% hydrogen atoms, they 
found another signal with g,, = 1.94 and width 14 mT. They suggested that they could 
perhaps correspond respectively to As and Ga dangling bonds. Von Bardeleben and 
co-workers [45] have studied the flash-evaporated films mentioned in i3 2, in nearly 
stoichiometric samples (Ga content: 50 F 2 atoms%). At  6 K ,  they found an ESR signal 
with g,, = 2.06 -+ 0.02 and width 30 mT, resembling that seen by Hoheisel in unhy- 
drogenated Ar-sputtered a-GaAs. In As-rich samples (Ga content: 40-45 atoms%) they 
found instead a highly asymmetric line shape withg,,, = 2.07 and width 23 mT. Assuming 
S = 5 ,  the spin concentration was found to be 10l8 cm-3 in both cases. 

4. Sample preparation, experimental conditions and results 

Amorphous films were deposited using a conventional diode RF sputtering system 
adequately trapped with liquid nitrogen. A water-cooled monocrystalline GaAs target 
with diameter 5 cm was used. Power input to the target was controlled to give 800 V DC 
bias. In all cases, prior to the operation, the system was baked and the pre-cleaned 
glass substrate was thoroughly outgassed at 300 "C. A base pressure of approximately 

Torr was obtained. All films were produced with a target-substrate spacing of 3 cm, 
in a total pressure of 58 mTorr. The films were sputtered in a pure argon atmosphere 
with the substrate temperature maintained at 30 "C. The amorphicity of the films was 
checked by means of x-ray diffraction analysis and their compositions were determined 
from micro-analysis of x-ray emissions. 

Three samples were produced, from three separate periods (2-3 h each) in the 
same sputtering run. The aim was to prevent any crystallisation happening during long 
sputtering processes. The substrate was a glass plaque on which a B 2 0 3  thin film had 
been evaporated. The a-GaAs substance was removed by immersion in distilled water. 
The resulting a-GaAs plaques were then washed, dried and packed in a quartz ESR tube. 
The mass of a-GaAs used in the ESR experiments was 14.6 mg. 

The experiments were performed with an X-band spectrometer (Varian E112) at 
9.4 GHz with a variable temperature gas-flow cryostat (Oxford ESR9). The intensity 
measurements of the resonance signal were made by comparing the signal from the 
sample at the temperature of the experiment (3.9 K) with that given by a reference 
sample (strong pitch) at room temperature, using a double rectangular cavity. In the 
experiments the usual field modulation and lock-in detection were used, and the deriva- 
tive of the absorption was recorded. The output of the spectrometer was coupled to a 
computer (Nova 4 from Data General) which performed a first numerical integration, 
leading to the absorption signal, and a second integration giving the area under the 
absorption curve. This double integration was carried out for both the a-GaAs and the 
reference samples. When choosing the amplitude of the field modulation and the RF 
power, care was taken to avoid overmodulation of the ESR lines and partial saturation. 
In order to get the number of spins from these results, it is necessary to know the value 
of the spin of the paramagnetic centres, and the absorption law. We will consider this 
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Figure 1. Curve A ,  ESR spectrum of an amorphous GaAs sample (14.4 mg) prepared by 
RF sputtering. (9375 MHz; T = 3.9 K;  field modulation; 4 mT peak-to-peak; RF power; 
0.1 mW).  Curve B, spurious contribution from the cavity and tube under the same con- 
ditions. 

point together with our experimental results. The field values were obtained from the 
Varian Hall probe, and the calibration was checked with the pitch resonance signal. The 
ESR signal from the sample at 3.9 K is presented in curve A of figure 1. The spurious 
contribution of the cavity and empty tube to this signal is weak (curve B), and the true 
ESR signal, obtained after subtraction of this spurious contribution, is given in figure 2. 
This signal originates from three different centres which we call 1 , 2  and 3. Their origin 
will be discussed in 0 5. 

(i) Signal 1 consists of four almost equidistant lines. It can be described by a spin 
Hamiltonian h = g/3BS2 + AS + I ,  with S = B, I = $, g = 2.06 t 0.01, A / g P  = 
89.9 rf: 0.5 mT. Assuming a Curie law, we find a 7 x 1017 cm-3 concentration. We will 
attribute signal 1 to the As&, anti-site defect (§ 5 .  l ) ,  and recent results [46] then confirm 
our assumption for x( T ) .  

(ii) Signal 2 consists of a single broad line (ABpp = 47.5 mT) centred at geff = 
2.058 * 0.004. AssumingS = i and a Curie law we find a concentration of 8 x ~ m - ~ .  
Within experimental accuracy, this value is the same as that of signal 1. We think this is 
not fortuitous, and in Q 5 we shall postulate that both centres have the same origin. 

(iii) Signal 3 consists of a single narrower line (ABpp = 7.5 mT) centred at geff = 
1.925 k 0.002. Assuming S = 1 and a Curie law we find a concentration of 
0.4 X 1017 ~ m - ~ .  The origin of this signal is uncertain, as will be discussed in 8 5.5. 

Figure 3, curve C shows the derivative of a Lorentzian curve with centre and width 
chosen to fit the contribution attributed to signal 3 in the experimental spectrum. Figure 
3, curve B similarly corresponds to the derivative of a Lorentzian curve compatible with 
signal 2. The dotted curve in figure 2 is obtained by superposing curves A,  B, C of figure 
3 with curve C chosen to give as close a fit to the experimental results as possible. The 
values for the width ABpp and the positions geff were determined from figure 3 curves A, 
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Figure 2. Full curve, the ESR spectrum of figure 1, curve A, after subtraction of the 
spurious contribution shown in figure 1, curve B; the broken curve represents the sum of the 
contributions attributed to the different centres (see figure 3) .  

7 . 5  mT 
I 

I 

47.5 mT 
c_I 

Figure 3. Curve C, derivative of a Lorentzian line 
simulating the contribution from signal 3. Curve 
B, derivative of a Lorentzian line simulating the 
contribution from signal 2. Curve A, corresponds 
to signal 1. Superposition of curves A, B, C is 

100 300 500 result. Curve A was chosen to give as close a fit to 
1 1  I I I 1  I 1  I l l  given in figure 2, together with the experimental 

B (mT1 the experimental result as possible. 

B and C. However the results are very similar to that obtained with the experimental 
spectrum (figure l), and the main purpose of figure 3 curve C is in visualising the different 
contributions, and so aid in the discussion of signal 1. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. Determination of A -  and g-values for signal 1 

Signal 1 is composed of four lines with nearly equal intensities, which look like hyperfine 
structured lines. The coupling of the hyperfine structure is evidently strong and in 
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consequence the lines are not strictly equidistant. Also, remembering that the sample is 
isotropic, the relatively small linewidths suggest that the electron-nucleus coupling is 
mainly isotropic and therefore probably due to an unpaired s electron. We shall first 
consider the positions of the resonance lines, rather than their widths. We assume that 
all the ions have the same isotropic g-value, and examine the question of the linewidth 
later on ( Q  5.4). The spin-Hamiltonian is 

S = ' [ = 3  h = gPBS, + AS,Z, + fA(S'Z- + S-Z') 2 ,  2 .  

In the basis of the eight I Ms, M,) states, the matrix of this spin-Hamiltonian separates 
into two one-dimensional and three two-dimensional submatrices, and its eigenvalues 
and eigenstates can be found exactly. The one-dimensional matrices are spanned by the 
I f ,  i) and 1-4, -#) states respectively. The spaces of the two-dimensional matrices are 
spannedbythefollowingstates: I f ,  B)andl -4, # ) , I f ,  -B)andl -B, &), I$,  -#)andl - f ,  -4). 
We shall call lq MS. the corresponding eigenstates; for instance the eigenstates cor- 
responding to the subspace spanned by 1 f, f) and I +,#) are 1 ~ p ~ , ~ . ~ , ~ )  and 1 q-1/2.3/2) and, 
when A/gPB- 0, 1 q1,2,1,2)-+ 11, h) while I q-l/2. y2)+ 1-4, i). Putting A '  = A/gB and 
Bo = h v / g P ,  where v is the frequency of the RF field (kept constant in the experiment; 
in our measurements I, was9.375 GHz), the resonance fields for the different transitions, 
called B instead of B1, . . . , B4 for brevity, are as follows: 

I & ,  4) -+ I q - , , 2 , 3 , 2 )  B,, = f V B 2  + 2BA' + 4A" + &B + A '  (1) 

I q l/*.l/2) -+ I q -ID. 112) Bo = & ( v B 2  + 2BA' + 4A" + d B 2  + 4A") (2) 

I q - 112. - 1/2 ) - I Ip - 1 ;2, 112 ) Bo a[VB2 - 2BA' + 4Ar2 + V B 2  + 4AJ2]  (3) 
BO = & V B 2  - 2BA' + 4At2  + BB - A'. (4) 11 2 ,  -2) 2 - + l P , 2 . - 3 , 2 )  

The experimental values of the resonance fields are 168.0, 237.4, 323.0 and 443.0 mT. 
A'  andg are found from (1) and (4). However, when this value of A'  is used in (2 )  and 
(3), slightly different g-values are obtained. Perfect agreement is not expected because 
of experimental errors, particularly in the resonance field for the line near 240 mT. 
Overall the agreement is really quite satisfactory, using A '  = 89.9 t 0.5 mT and g = 
2.06 r 0.01. From now on we will write A instead of A '  as usual. 

5.2. Origin of signal 1 

The g- and A-values for signal 1, namely g = 2.06 t 0.01 and A = 89.9 t 0.5 mT, are 
very similar to those found by Wagner and co-workers [37] for the anti-site defect in 
crystalline GaAs (g = 2.04 2 0.01 and A = 93.4 5 1 mT or 94.4 I 1 mT (cf 0 3)). We 
are therefore convinced that signal 1 is produced by the anti-site defect. There is a slight 
difference for the A-values in the two materials, which only means that the probability 
density of the electron at the nucleus is slightly different (4%) in crystalline GaAs from 
that in our amorphous material. 

It is easier to discuss first the formation of this defect in the crystalline material, 
beginning by considering the bonds between Ga and As atoms in the crystal without 
defect. We shall adopt the point of view followed by Bates and Stevens [33]. Since 
gallium has three valence electrons (ground configuration 4s2 4p') and arsenic five 
(ground configuration 4s2 4p3), and both are surrounded by a tetrahedron of opposite 
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atoms, it is natural to assume that as a first step each arsenic atom gives up an electron 
to a gallium atom. Each ion is then isoelectronic with germanium and the description 
usually used for Si or Ge  is valid. However, the electron will be nearer to the positively 
charged arsenic than to the gallium, which will partially neutralise the charges of the 
ions. GaAs has only a slight ionic character. If an arsenic atom replaces a gallium atom 
(anti-site defect), there are two extra electrons. Here it is relevant that GaAs often 
contains impurities like chromium, introduced in order to compensate the material. This 
was the case in the samples used by Wagner and co-workers [37] when they found the 
anti-site defect. It is therefore probable that as a first step one electron will be lost by the 
arsenic and taken by a chromium ion (which can exist as Cr2+, Cr3+ or Cr4+). If this 
electron had been in the conduction band, the material in [37] would have conducted. 
In fact it was semi-insulating. Moreover, a Cr2+ signal was observed. The remaining 
electron will be attracted by two positive charges (As& defect). We now come to the 
situation in the amorphous sample. Amorphous GaAs is generally not strictly stoi- 
chiometric, and in the present case we have an As excess (the proportion of As is not 
0.50 but 0.54 k 0.01). The simplest way to reconcile this As excess with the idea that 
each atom is in a tetrahedral configuration (§ 2) is to imagine the existence of As atoms 
at the Ga sites, i.e. anti-site defects. What is surprising is not the presence of the anti- 
site defect, but that its concentration (3 x defects/As atom) is lower than expected. 
How are the other excess As atoms placed? A possibility could be that for these atoms 
the tetrahedral configuration is not achieved locally, the excess arsenic having fivefold 
coordination as in the Kolomiets-Mott mechanism in amorphous solids ([2] p 44). P can 
exist in fivefold configuration, for instance in PCl, [47], and compounds with As in 
fivefold coordination are also known (for instance AsF, [48]). 

5.3. Discussion of the g- and A-values of signal 1 

We first discuss the origin of Ag, the shift of g from the free-spin value. GaAs is a 
tetrahedral covalent compound, and the existence of the bands in the crystalline solid 
can be predicted using the tight-binding approximation (§ 2). A model appropriate for 
the description of the AsGa point defect will therefore use a molecule with Td symmetry, 
with 0, the central substitutional arsenic, at the centre of the tetrahedron, and A, B, C, 
D, the arsenic ligands, at the apices (figure 4), and the LCAO method for the description 
of the molecular orbitals (MO) [49] (a crystal field description would use the strong-field 
approximation [50]). We use the 4s, 4px, 4py, 4p, atomic orbitals (AO) for the central 
atom. The present situation-a point defect in a solid-is more complex than a true 
molecule, which is apparent on writing down the orbitals for the ligands. For the A 
ligand, we choose (As + ppAO)A, where s is the 4s orbital centred on A ,  and pAO = 
( l / d3 ) (  px - py - p,) is a hybrid orbital directed along AO, and built from the 4px, 4p,, 
4p, AO of the A ligand defined with local axes parallel to those used for the central atom 
(figure 4). We choose similar hybrids for the other ligands, and give their expressions 
in figure 4. This choice is consistent with the idea that in GaAs the bonding orbitals 
correspond to sp3 hybridisation. Since we will consider only one orbital state for each 
ligand, which is symmetrical about the line joining the ligand to the central ion, we are 
in a well known situation, first studied by VanVleck [51,52]. The functional space of the 
AO is the direct sum of two invariant subspaces, the first of which is spanned by s, px, p,, p, 
of the central atom, and which defines the reducible representation rM (r, = AI + TJ. 
Neglecting overlap, the antibonding orbitals are 
A I :  cos ( ~ ( 4 s ) ~  + [sin a/.\/4(A2 + p')]  

[ (As  + pPAO)A + ( A s  + PPB0)B + (As  + pPC0)C + ( A s  + pPD0)D)I 
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P(4px)0 + [sin N W A 2  + ~ * ) 1  

P(~P, )O + [sin N W A 2  + ~ ’ 1 1  

P(4Pz)O + [sin PlV4(A2 + P2)1 

x [ - ( A s  + PPAO)A + ( A s  + 1pBO)B + (As + PPC0)C - ( A s  + PPD0)D)l 

[ + ( A s  f PpAO)A - ( A s  + PPBO)B + ( A s  -k 1PCO)C - ( A s  + PPD0)DI 

[+(As  + 1pAO)A + (As + ppBO)B - ( A s  + PPC0)C - ( A s  + PPDO)D]* 
The bonding orbitals are obtained by changing CY into CY + Sn and f i  into /3 + in. The 
discussion of Q 5.2 shows that nine electrons have to be placed into these orbitals. Eight 
occupy the four bonding orbitals, leaving one in an antibonding orbital. The existence 
of a hyperfine structure with a high A-value indicates that the electron is in the ( 4 ~ ) ~  type 
antibonding orbital (that with A I  symmetry). Ag = +0.06, the shift from the g-value of 
the free spin, is due to spin-orbit coupling. Spin-orbit cannot couple A, to Al so Ag is 
due to a coupling of the A l  orbital to the T, orbitals which is not possible unless the spin- 
orbit is due to ligands. Since we deal with tetrahedral symmetry, g is isotropic, and Ag = 
Agzz. Ag is due to second-order processes. Using the strong-field formalism [50], the 
ground state is t t a f a r ,  and possible intermediate states are (figure 5 )  tta:t$ (promotion 
of the lone electron to an empty orbital) or t$a:aT2 (promotion of an electron from a 
filled orbital). The spin-orbit (so) coupling should not be taken as 2 < ( r )  I ,  * s, (there is 
no spherical symmetry) but as Xt, s,, where t, transforms like a (pseudo)vector under 
the symmetry operations of Td, the symmetry group of the molecule. We write it X<’& s, 
(<’ is not the so constant of the free atom; in crystalline GaAs the so splitting of the 
bands is 0.33 eV [53]). The matrix elements of PBL, and X<’lz,s,, between the Slater 
determinants are simplified by noting that the SO coupling is a sum of one electron 
operators, and one finally obtains (appendix 1): 

Agzz =2<’[-  l(aT lMt;z)12/Al + l(til~zlaT)12/A21. 
Promotion of an electron into the empty higher t;’ orbital is responsible for the first 
term in the brackets and gives a negative Ag. Promotion of an electron from the filled 
t i  orbital into the partially filled a ?  orbital is responsible for the second term and gives 
a positive Ag [54]. The observed positive Ag suggests that the dominant mechanism is 
the promotion of an electron from a bonding orbital. 

We now examine the hyperfine coupling. For AsGa, we have found that A/gP = 
89.9mT and g = 2.06, i.e. A = 2590MHz. The nuclear magnetic moment may be 
magnetically coupled to the electron in three different ways: (i) with the magnetic field 
induced by the orbital motion of the electrons (coupling to L ) ,  and with the electron 
spin; (ii) dipole-dipole coupling; and (iii) Fermi contact term. In the 4S3,2 ground term 
of the 4s24p3 ground configuration of the neutral atom, the magnetic hyperfine coupling 
is theoretically zero [55,56]. A weak hyperfine coupling has been found experimentally 
in arsenic vapour (-66.2 MHz) [57], and with arsenic atoms diluted into an inert krypton 
matrix (31.3 MHz) [58], and is attributed to the configuration interaction. We have 
observed a far stronger coupling, which confirms that in the As;, defect the arsenic is 
not in the 4S ground state of the neutral atom. From experimental values collected in 
Landolt-Bornstein [59], one can deduce (appendix 2) that, in the 4D term of the sp3 
configuration of As, there exists a weak contribution fromL (330 MHz) and, as expected, 
a strong contribution from S (6625 MHz). However, a direct comparison of our exper- 
imental A-value with this last one is questionable, since in the As;, defect arsenic is in 
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L’ + T2 

Figure 4. The model for the anti-site defect, with 
a central arsenic atom and four arsenicneighbours 
in Td symmetry. The relations expressing pxO 
(X = A, B, C, D),  the hybrid orbital centred on 
!igand X, i:: r e m s  of atomic p orbitals are pAO = 

Figure 5.  The MO energy diagram for the As& 
defect. 

(1/v3)(Pr - Py - Pi), PBO = (1/v3)(-Px + P, - 
Pz), PCO = (1/d3)(-px - Py + Pi), and PO0 = 
( l / v 3 ) (  px + pI + pl). In these expressions, local 
axes centred on X and parallel to Ox, Oy,  Oz 
respectively are used. 

a strong ligand field. We have therefore preferred to compare it with the theoretical A- 
value due to the contact term from an electron entirely in an s state in arsenic; this 
comparison gives the value of cos2 a, i.e. the proportion of the s state in the A l  anti- 
bonding orbital. It is known [60] that Froese’s Hartree-Fock wavefunctions sometimes 
yield spin densities in excess of unity. Morton and Preston [60] have examined this 
problem and produced a tabulation of Y’(0) and (r3) values obtained from the Hartree- 
Fock-Slater AO of Hermann and Skillman. For As, they obtainA = 14 660 MHz for unit 
spin density in the 4s orbital. We therefore conclude that the A l  antibonding orbital has 
17.7% s character (cos a = 0.42), and that the electron spends ~ 2 0 %  of its time on each 
of the four ligands. We will be able to get additional information upon the ligand part 
of the wave function by examining the width of the ESR lines of signal 1. We should, 
however, stress that our experimental A-value is far greater than that of As donors in Si 
[35] (7.3 mT). In the anti-site defect, the wavefunction is concentrated around the 
central arsenic and first ligands (deep level), while it is quite delocalised in Si (shallow 
donor), 

5.4. The origin of the width of the AsGa ESR lines 

The experimental peak-to-peak linewidth is ABpp = 39 mT, and can be approximated 
by the derivative of a Gaussiant function, whose width at half height, A Blj2 = 1. 18ABpp, 
is 46 mT. The width cannot come from the fluctuations of the g-value from site-to-site, 
since the ligand field affects the g-value only weakly (the mean Ag shift from the free- 
spin value is only 0.06, corresponding to 9.6 mT). An estimate of the dipolar width, 
using simplifying assumptions, suggests that this is not the origin either. Suppose that 
t We recall that the assumption of a Lorentz shape was made for signals 2 and 3, not for signal 1, which was 
obtained by subtracting the derivative of Lorentz functions (figure 3 curves B and C) from the experimental 
spectrum. 
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the Ga sites are regularly distributed on a simple cubic lattice (the volume per Ga site 
being the same as in crystalline GaAs: 45.5 A3), each Ga site being occupied by an As 
atom with a probability f (f = 8 x lO”/2.2 X 10” = 4 X We use the Van Vleck 
method of moments and the treatment from Kittel and Abrahams for dilute systems [61] 
for S = &spins. 6, the linewidth, is 6 = 5.3g2/3*/a3, a being the distance between nearest- 
neighbouring Ga sites in the model lattice (a3 = 45.5 A3) (we have ignored the existence 
of the nuclear spin), The theoretical width of the absorption line is then only 6 = 
0.01 mT. This leaves the possibility that the width is due to the coupling of the electron 
with the four equivalent arsenic ligand nuclei, which is quite reasonable since the 
corresponding part of the wavefunction has an s contribution. The associated Ham- 
iltonian is ALS,ZZ,,L, where AL is the hyperfine coupling constant, Iz.L being the z 
component of I for ligand L. It is easy to show that the weights of the 44 different MI- 
states (with MI ranging from -6 to +6) are 1 : 4 : 10 : 20 : 31 : 40 : 44 : 40 . . . 1. Such an 
unresolved pattern gives a Gaussian line with width at half height. AH1/* = 5.37AL, 
leading toAL = 248 MHz. The hyperfine coupling with a given ligand nucleus has in fact 
both a contact (s-part) and a dipole-dipole (p-part) contribution. Since the hyperfine 
coupling is far weaker than the Zeeman coupling, one can neglect thex and y ccrr.pcner.ts 
of S and Z in the dipolar Hamiltonian ( 0 2  being taken along the applied field B )  and 
finally [62] 

A EA,,, + B(3 cos2 8 - 1) 

where A,,, is the isotropic, contact term and 8 the angle between B and the axis of the p 
orbital. The resonance condition is 

hv = g/3B + [A,,, + B(3 COS’ 8 - 1)]M, (MI = - 6 , .  . ., + 6) 

We consider a given M,. Because of the dipolar term, the corresponding line will be 
broadened and/or shifted. We assume, as is usual for a powder spectrum, that all the 
directions have the same probability. The form factor of the line associated with a given 
M, will be f(H) CK l/cos 8. f(H) is a maximum for 8 = In, and the corresponding dipolar 
contribution is -B. Since at this level of approximation f(H) diverges for 8 = in, the 
main effect of the dipole-dipole term is to shift the resonance so that AL = A,,, - B. 
Morton and Preston [60] have tabulated the B-values. For 75As and an electron in a p 
state, B = 334 MHz. From these data and those of § 5.3, we obtain 

(0.9082/4)[(A2/A2 + p2)14660 - ( p z / A z  + p2)334] = 248 

The part of the AI wavefunction associated with a given ligand is therefore (0.908/ 
g4)[0.32s + 0.947~1, which means that this part of the wavefunction is mainly of p 
character (the ratio, A 2 / p 2  = 0.114, would be 4 for a pure sp3 orbital). It is gratifying to 
observe that a fairly similar result was observed [63] with PGa in crystalline GaP ( A 2 / p 2  = 
0.136 and Z = 6,  the structure due to the ligand nuclei being well resolved-see [36] and 
§ 3-which made the determination of A and p more precise). From all the above (cf 
§ 2), we can safely conclude that our results for the wavefunction of the As& defect are 
consistent with those for the crystalline material. 

5.5. Origin of signals 2 and 3 

Since we have found the same concentration for the centre corresponding to signal 2 as 
for signal 1, it is natural to consider that signal 2 corresponds to the capture of the first 
electron. We are not able to identify the defect responsible for its capture. We note that 
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if its concentration was greater than that of the AsGa defect, it could act as a trap for 
electrons of deliberately introduced donors. 

Signal 3 can be attributed to a centre with S = 1 and g = 1.925 * 0.002. We think 
that this defect is not the same as that observed by Hoheisel (cf 8 3, table 2), not because 
of the difference in (g - 2) values (15%), but because Hoheisel obtained it in the 
presence of hydrogen. For a similar reason we think that this centre is not that detected 
by Baeumler and co-workers [64] (g = 1.94), because their signal only appeared after 
prolonged irradiation with 1.18 eV photons. This led to a quenching of the As& photo- 
induced signal, while our defect coexists with the As;, one, and has a smaller con- 
centration. Since our material has a strong As excess, one might think that it is also an 
As defect, but this is not compatible with the absence of hyperfine structure. Nor do we 
think that it is related to a dangling bond, as one would then expect to detect the hyperfine 
structure from either As or Ga (or both) (see for instance the case of the dangling bonds 
in amorphous Si [65]) .  It seems therefore more likely that signal 3 is related to a chemical 
impurity. Assuming that the g-value is the same in crystalline and amorphous GaAs, 
which is compatible with the idea that the local order is maintained in amorphous GaAs, 
we fina!!y note :hat n m e  cf the 3d impurities in GaAs reviewed in [32! are good 
candidates. Clearly more study will be necessary for its identification. 

6. Conclusion 

We have used ESR for a study of the paramagnetic centres in amorphous films prepared 
by RF sputtering. We were able to detect the anti-site defect with a concentration of 
7 x l O ” ~ m - ~ .  This result is clearly compatible with previous results obtained with flash 
evaporated samples and described in 8 3 showing that like-atom bonds are unlikely, so 
implying that their concentration was less than about 1%. Using the positions and widths 
of the ESR lines from the As& defect, we found that the paramagnetic electron is in an 
A l  state, that the central atom part of the wavefunction has about 18% s-character, 
and that the s-character for one ligand is 10% of the remaining part, neglecting the 
contribution from the second neighbours. We have found that the positive Ag comes 
from the promotion of an electron from a filled bonding orbital into partially filled anti- 
bonding orbital. We have shown that one of the excess electrons of the arsenic is taken 
by a nearby defect and can be detected by ESR, which indicates the presence of electron 
traps, We have found a third centre with a lower concentration (0.4 X ~ m - ~ )  which 
probably indicates the presence of some unidentified chemical impurity. It would be of 
interest to study the ESR behviour of the material under optical irradiation, and after 
treatment in a hydrogen flow. 

Appendix 1. Agz determination 

We call 10) the Slater determinant (SD) corresponding to one of the states of the 
t$a:a: ground doublet 

+ - + - + - + - +  
10) = { t $ t $ t ~ t { t ; t ~ a l a l a T }  

We first consider the determination of AgZz when the intermediate state, called I l), 
corresponds to the promotion of the a?  electron to the empty t: level (in fact, as will be 
shown later, to the i ;” state). 11) is the SD obtained by replacing by iz in 10) (the 
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order of the one electron functions in the definition of 1 l), and later on of I2), is chosen 
to avoid permutations in the calculations of the matrix elements). The energy correction 
is 

-(PB/A 1 )  [(O IL, 1 1) (1 I C S ' l z S z  IO) + (01 x S ' l z S z  I 1) (1 I Lz IO)] (Al.1) 

where A1 = E l  - E ,  ( E ,  = energy of IO); E l  = energy of 11)). Using the simplification 
introduced by the fact that the operators are both a sum of one-electron operators, one 
gets: 

I 
+ *  

(OIL, j1)=(a; / f , I t21)=(aTi~, I t t )  

where la:), It;) and I ,  are one-electron quantities. One could a priori consider t;*, 
t i y  or t;'; in fact, since I ,  transforms as z under the operations of T, , it can couple a; to 
tzZ; in the same way 

+ + 
(1 Ixt,s, 10) = ( t  2* /t2S, 1 aT)  = (t2* It, la? )(+IS, I+>. 

We consider that ti = I,; the energy correction is therefore approximately 

(2PBW 1 )  I (a; 11, I t t 2 )  I *  (+b) Agzz = -(2C/A1)I(a? ll,It2*'>l2 < 0. 

We now consider the determination of AgZz when the intermediate state corresponds to 
the promotion of an electron from the t2  filled level to the aT level. 12) is the SD obtained 
by replacing t f by a : in 10) (the same selection rule as before precludes t$ and t3); the 
energy correction is obtained by replacing 11) by 12) and A I  by A 2  in (Al .  l), with A 2  = 
E2 - E l  ( E 2 ,  energy of I2)), and now 

Appendix 2. Hyperfine coupling within the 3D term 

Within a 3D,multiplet of the sp3 configuration of As(II), the contribution of the hyperfine 
coupling to the energy is given [59] by the expression 

(a(J)/2) [F(F + 1) - Z(Z + 1) - J(J + l)] 

and 

4 3 )  = 81 x cm-' 
4 2 )  = 46 x lop3  cm-' 

The hyperfine coupling comes from L and S 
(J = L + s ,  F = I + J ) .  

X = CI * S + dI - L .  

(A2.1) 

(A2.2) 

Within a given J multiplet S = cxl and L = /3J, where LY (0) depends upon J but not 
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upon M, (ML ) (Wigner-Eckart theorem). Therefore 
3t = (ita + id@) [2ZJ] 

Let us first determine cy and /3 within 3D3. From 

c y . f , / l =  3, MJ = 3) = S , / L  = 2, ML = 2, S = 1, M, = 1) 
one gets cy = f, /3 = 3. From (A2.1) one therefore gets 

dc + i d  = 81 x cm-'. (A2.3) 
In a similar way we first determine cyr  and /3', the cy- and /3-values within the 3D, 

multiplet. In order to obtain them, we let the lowering operatorsl- = L- + S- act upon 
the previous state, which leads to: 

/ l = 3 , M J = 2 ) = q # I L = 2 , M L  = l , S = l , M ,  =1) + -\/41L=2,ML = 2 , S = l , M , = O )  

IJ= 2, M, = 2) is orthogonal to this state: 
/ J  = 2, MJ = 2) = V'dlL = 2, M L  = 1, S = 1, M, = 1) 

- ~ i ( L = 2 , M L = 2 , S = l , M s = O )  

By taking the mean value of n'J, = S, within this state, one gets cy' = Q; similarly, using 
@'.I, = L ,  one obtains /3' = 2 .  Equation (A2.1) leads then to: 

+c + Wd = 46 x cm-' (A2.4) 
(A2.2) and (A2.3) lead to c = 221 x cm-', d = 11 x cm-'. Therefore, within 
the 3D term, the nucleus is coupled mainly toS  (6630 MHz), and slightly toL (330 MHz). 
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